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ON SOME MODULAR EQUATIONS OF DEGREE 5

LI-CHIEN SHEN

(Communicated by Dennis A. Hejhal)

Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to examine certain well-known

modular equations of degree 5 from a very intuitive angle. Unlike the classical

treatment of this subject, which requires parametrization of certain key quan-

tities, we will give direct proofs to these equations by recasting them as theta

function identities which are quite interesting in their own right.

Ramanujan discovered an astounding number of modular equations. Since

he did not supply proofs to these identities, we do not know his methods. In

this paper, we will see that in the study of the modular identities of degree 5,
the following well-known identities (see [1, p. 262, Entries 10(iv) and (v)]) are
of great significance:

(1)      di(q)-Û22(q5) = Aq^f[(l+q2")(l + q5n)(l-q5")2(l + qX0"-5),
n=l

(2)        d2(q) - d2(q5) = Aqf[(l+ q2"-x)(l + q5")(l - q5»)2(l + qXOn).

n=l

In combination with another identity (7), they yield many very striking theta

function identities. In particular, in the course of our discussions, we will
provide simple direct proofs to the following two identities:

oo

d¡(q)u¡(q5) - û22(q)û22(q5) - d¡(q)$fa5) = *« RV ~ <72")(1 - <710")2 ,
n=l

u¡(q) d¡(q) d\(q)
= 2Â fr IL- 42")5

11 (1\uq5)   \hq5)  vw)    \tx{l-ql0ny

According to Bruce Berndt (see [1, p. 285]), direct proofs of these two identities

have not been given. We assume the reader is familiar with the basic properties

of the theta functions covered in [2, Chapters 21 and 22].
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To begin, we observe that from (1) and (2) and the triple product identities
for the theta functions, we have

{> tf2V) q2l}i(l + qx*»¥>

(A) iM_1=4,fr {l+q2n~l)
ö3V)        ~    "l}(l+qH»>-S)5

and replacing q by -q in (4) and using the fact that ûi(-q) = Û4(q), we have

(5) ^-i=-4gn {l-q2n'l) =-4gfT(1+gS")5

Now multiplying (3), (4), and (5) together, we obtain

(6) (1-jS&Vi-^Vi-4^«i6-
w        v  ^wl  ö3v)/v  W)/
and applying the imaginary transformation to (6) yields

(6)      I'-^K'-i^A %rh16-
A very important identity which plays a vital role in the subsequent discus-

sions of this paper is the following

Mq5)M<15)  , M<15)MQ5) _ d2(q5)MQ5) = ,

1 ' r33(í)r34(í)   +   ^(iWi)        Hq)Uq)   "   '

It is written (and proved in [1, p. 276, (12.32)]) in terms of Ramanujan's nota-

tion as
<p2(_ql0} /,„2(n5\       ,„2(_n5\, JW2(Q5)     V2(-q5)\_. ,

p2(_i2)

where ç>(<7) =: E^-oo«"' = ^(«) and y(q) =: EZoQn{n+l)/2 = J^W^) ■
Since the proof is elementary, for the sake of completeness, we will reproduce

it at the end of this paper. We rewrite this identity as

«2(9)     Ma)    Mq)      Mq)Mq)Mq)   _i^(i-q2n)3

<?„1J;(i-(r)      fcfaS) + Ml5)     Mq5)      MQ5)M95)Mqs)      q^(l-qxo»)i-

An application of the imaginary transformation to (7') gives

M<15)    Mi5)    Mi5) = 5d2(g5)Hq5)Mq5)

Ma)    Mi)    Hi) '    Md)Mq)Mq)  '

In a moment, we shall see how to use (7') to establish the earlier mentioned

identity

00

(8)    d2(q)d¡(q5) - d22(q)d22(q5) - d2(q)d¡(q5) = 8q ]\(l - q2n)2(l - qXOn)2.

n=l
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This identity is often written as (see [1, p. 280, Entry 13(i)])

y/a~ß + y/(l - a)(l - ß) + 2{l6aß(l - a)(l - ß)}1'6 = 1,

where a - && and ß - &¿±wnere a - ^ ana p - ö,((?5).

To this end, we need the following identity:

(9)
(»¡(q) - *2V))2f§/ - (*fo) - »3V))2f§y

= (d2(q)-^(q5))2ff^-^q2f[{j-l
_ „lOny.

' £J  (\-q2n)

The identity (9) follows immediately from (1) and (2); we leave its proof to the

reader.
The proof of (8) goes as follows: From (7'), (9), and the well-known fact

that [2, p. 467]

(10) dî(q) = ûî(q) + ûî(q),

we see that

%(q)ôj(qs) - d22(q)d¡(q5) - d2(q)û24(q5)

= \{($l(q) - $W))2 + ($¡(q) - $¡(q5))2 - ($¡(q) - $¡(q5))2}

(Rfl2u^-q10n)5\(Hg)     Mq)     HQ) \
' V      ü   (1 -q2n) ) U(<75)     Mq5)     Mq5))

oo

„10n\2= o-qï[(l-q2n)2(l-qxo")2

n=l

This completes the proof of (8).
We note that the identity (9) also can be written as

(12)    ^.^.„(gi^y^y.

and

(13)

We now see that (11) x ûj(q) - (12) x û2(q) + (13) x û2(q) (and together with
(10)) yields

$2(q)$i(q5) - vlmliq5) - #¡(q)$¡(q5)

(14) 4n (U iLZl^lV (  [EM.        [EM        ÎÊÛK
U=.  ^-12n)J   yÍMq5)     \Md5)    \¡Mq5)
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From (8) and (14), we deduce the following interesting identity:

n« [mK    I»¡(g)     l$î(q) _„ [~ftq-<?2")5
[  ' VMq5)    VMq5)    VMq5)~ \lx{l-ql0ny

Multiplying (15) by v/|^j and the usinB facts that Mq)Mq) = $l(q2) and

iM?)r}3(<7) = 2^22(<7*), we have

ldl(q\)      û5(q)      û5(q2)

4 02(gi)     Mq5)    Mq10)

This identity is listed in [1, p. 285] as

2nn
(l-q2ny(l + q2"-x)2n-l\5

n=l
(I - qXOn)(l + qxo"-¡)

<P5(q) . <P5(-q2) . 2f5(q) =   ip5(q)
<p(q5)     <p(-qm)      f(q5)        V(q5) '

which, in turn, gives the modular equation (see [1, p. 280, Entry 13(ii)])

fir)'
(l-a)' 1+21/3 a5(l-q)5\

ß(l-ß))

à

(1-/?)

Applying the imaginary transformation to (15), we obtain

(15')
'W)    M2V)      $¡(q5)

Mq) Mq) Mq) = 2qt
[l-ql0n)5

n5 ̂ -q2-y
On the other hand, if we consider (Il)xu¡(q5)-(l2)xu2(qi) + (l3)xd¡(q5)

and (10), (14), and (15) we have

(16)      yju4(q)d¡(qi) + yJui(q)d¡(qS) - yj u2(q)U¡(q5) = 2, n o-?2")5

Applying Jacobi's imaginary transformation to (16), we obtain

(16')   yjd2(q5)$!(q) + \jMq5)-&¡(q) ~ sjMq5)d¡(q) = lOq
\

fr(l-g10")5
11  (l-qin) ■

We now reproduce Berndt's proof of identity (7). First, we observe that (7)

is equivalent to

Mq5)Mq5)\ (x , Mq5)Mq5)\ _ (,   $MY\ Mg5)Mq5)
d2(q) J  Mq)Mq) '(17)     1-

'-)('

Mq)Md) A1 + Mq)Mq)

To prove (17), we let

h(q) = 1 Mq5)Mq5)
Mq)Mq)

which is the first factor in the left-hand side of (17). Since M~q) = Mq) and

Mq5) _„rr(l-q10n)(l + ql0n)2

Mq) -«re
n=l

(I - q2n)(l + q2")2  '
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we see that

Mq)Mq)
which is exactly the second factor in the left-hand side of (17). Now recalling
the well-known fact that Mq)Mq) — ®l(q2) > we see mat (17) becomes

(18) h(q)h(-q) = h(q2)^l.

Using (1) and the fact that Mq)Mq) = j$2(q^) > we see that

«,).!_ SÖÜ . ft_(1-g5")2_
*?(«*)   l\(i + q5n)(i-qn)2(i + qn)3

Un

n=l

(I - qxo")2(l - q10"-5)3

n=l
(I - q2n)2(l + q2n)(l + q2"-1)'

Thus

Hence

_ f,      (l-<710")2(l+<710"-5)3
{   q)     H (I - q2n)2(l + q2n)(l - q2n~xy

00 (] _/7l0n\4/i _ „20/i-l(h3

*<«>*<-«>=n (i!,4(i'+V)a(i-9L)
n=l

— (l-qXOn)A

ni (1 -r-^10")3(l +^2")(1 -«r2")4

ifj (1-g10")2 \ ffr(l-<?10")2(l+<72")2
" Ul (1 + tfi°")(l - q2")2(l + q2")i J 111 (1 + qx°>>)2(l _ ?2n)2

= %2) 2AV0)
fl42(<72)

This completes the proof of (18).
We also remark that if one's intention is to obtain the modular equations

of degree 5, there are many to be found from the identities we have so far

discussed. To mention a few, for example, the ratio of (11) and (12) yields

d2(g) - û2(g5) _   \Mq)Mq5)
d\(q)-d2m    ]¡Mq)Mq5Y

This is equivalent to

_ 1-(£) /    _   #fv£)\
W~l-(Q3/?)¿        \m~-d¡(q5))

From (12) and (15'), we have

ÍMqJ~ÍM^-2{U3{q) + U3{q))]¡Hq)-
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This is equivalent to

f(i-ß)5y (ß5\  iín,.u

From (15') and (16'), we have

J  lufa5)      ¡mq5)      ¡Vl(q5)\
yi Mq)    \ Mq)    y Mq) j

= sjMq5)$¡(q) + ^Mq5)$¡(q) ~ sjd4(q5)d¡(q),

and this, in turn, yields

<M>  5{(^),-(t)'-'} = '"{'+(^'-«'-)1«'}'

And from (19) and (20), we have

(a3/?)*-((l-a)3(l-/?))* = |-¿.

Finally, it is worthwhile to compare our treatment with the traditional method

of parametrization (see [1, pp. 280-288]) which, although less intuitive, is ex-

tremely effective in verifying the existing modular identities. It is hoped that

our direct approach to this subject will make these identities less mysterious
than before!
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